
Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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DE-73116 Wäschenbeuren
+49 (0) 7172-92666-0
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QR-Code Website:Menutree Website:
+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Hardware
+ PD-interface-multiplexer

+ T-Connector to PPI/MPI-Bus

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Informations about the bus

View information from the connected bus-system in plain text without using the
Simatic-Manager or TIA-Portal. With the connection-menu you get the list of reachable
nodes, marked in color whether it is an "active bus-participant", is a "candidate for
inclusion in the bus" or a "passive bus-participant".
 You can also see whether cyclic bus-parameter-protocols have been received, you are "in
the bus" yourself, the bus-address of the participant recognized as a "direct participant"
(on which the S7-LAN is located) and whether the contained modules such as "variable
control", "gateway-coupling",... actively communicate.

Linking of S5-PLC’s without modifying the PLC-program

You have to link several S5-PLC's so that in case of need you can respond to all of them
without modifying the PLC-program? No problem, connect all PLC's that are in the run
with the IBX-Klemme, set up the respective address (1 to 30) at the IBX-Klemme and
with the address 0 you will be able to respond to all PLC's via PD-bus-path selection.



Data backup S7-PLC over MPI/Profibus on SD-card via dig. IO

Via digital input triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via MPI/Profibus to
SD-card

Wireless around the Eaton-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Eaton-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in the
status



Data backup S5-PLC on FTP-server via dig. IO

Via digital input triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and
Ethernet to FTP-server

EtherSens-cloud

By the EtherSens-cloud each EtherSens-device can exchange data, transfer data and
forward to other devices. As if you use one device that records all necessary parameters
centrally.


